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Abstract. Financial information systems require direct interface in rule-based 
languages like XML / FpML / FIXatdl. However, end users need simple inter-
faces, ideally, in free-format, i.e. ambiguous, redundant and context-sensitive 
pseudo-natural languages. The practical challenge is to provide reliable transla-
tion from the latter to the former. HOLTRAN (Higher Order Logic Translation) 
technology, being based on a universal representation of syntax-to-
semantics interface and thus allowing freely switching between different input 
and output languages to access the same semantic content, provides a natural 
and effective way to address this challenge. 
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1 Introduction 

Financial traders need fast, simple and reliable interfaces to pricing and trading 
systems capable of translating their cryptic financial jargons to standard compliant 
formats. 

HOLTRAN (Higher Order Logic Translation) technology applications can provide 
such capability due to use of a universal representation of syntax-to-
semantics interface, allowing freely switching between different input and output 
languages to access the same semantic content. This paper presents the technology 
foundations and the two financial applications: 
• FJ (Financial Jargon) translator – to translate a free format description of a 

financial instrument to Internet pricing system schemes such like generic XML, 
FpML or FIXatdl 

• BQL (Blotter Query Language) translator – to translate a free format query to a 
data base of trade records into XML format (eventually to be converted to SQL). 
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2 HOLTRAN foundation and architecture 

HOLTRAN technology [1] makes use of a special higher-order logic 
representation of syntax-to-semantic interface, so called Universal Higher Order 
Grammar (UHOG) [2]. In UHOG, languages are defined entirely in terms of  
provability in an extension of sorted type theory [3, 4] by interpreting one of its 
base types as symbolic, whose constants denote symbols of an alphabet A or their 
concatenations. Further specialization of   by introducing the context type, which 
can be interpreted as a computational "store" or "state", allows to model not only 
languages with intensional semantics, but also so called instructive and context 
dependent languages [2]. The latter come into the formalism in result of transforma-
tion of language statement meaning to state-passing style (SPS) [5], which enables 
passing "side effects" of parsing some text constituents to others.  
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Implementation of this formalism in HOLTRAN system provides a platform for 
building NLP systems with the such powerful features like: the ability to recursively 
define more complex or more comprehensive languages in terms of previously de-
fined simpler or limited ones; automatically acquiring new lexical entries in the proc-
ess of operation; storing partial text parses which can be automatically completed 
later, upon extending the used language definition; freely switching between different 
input and output languages to access the same semantic content. The architecture of 
the system is schematically shown in Fig. 1. 

Knowledge Base (KB) stores all kinds of  information, including derived (user de-
fined) language definitions, in the system internal representation, i.e. in form of non-

logical axioms, grouped into contexts. A
nTy

KB Manager, controlled by the Interpreter, creates, deletes and searches   
information in the Knowledge Base, i.e. adds, removes and tests (evaluates) axioms 
to/from/against the stored contexts. 

Functions of Interpreter Driver are: to direct input information expressed in differ-
ent languages to corresponding language processors for translation (parsing) to in-
structions in the internal representation; to evaluate and execute the instructions by 
controlling the KB Manger and I/O Module and instantiating, when required, new 
derived language processors; to direct system responses expressed in certain lan-
guages to assigned them output channels; to handle all errors per built-in and/or user 
defined rules. 

Built-in Language (BL) Processor parses input information expressed in the built-
in (HOLTRAN Native) language to instructions in internal  representation and   
expresses system responses in the same language. 

Each Derived Language (DL) Processor parses input information expressed in a 
corresponding language to instructions in internal representation and expresses system 
responses in the same language. 

I/O Module, controlled by the Interpreter, establishes and maintains logical chan-
nels for exchanging all the input and output information between the  Interpreter and 
local or remote external devices, informational resources and agents. 
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Fig. 1.  HOLTRAN system architecture 

Thus, HOLTRAN architecture enables creation and use of hierarchies of languages of  
increasing complexity and/or specialization starting from a single built-in HOLTRAN 
Native language. In particular, we have developed a convenient Grammar Definition 
Language (GDL), shipped out-of-box and allowing customers’ applications to easily 
define their own specialized languages. Of course, the format of this presentation does 
not allow to bring the full descriptions of GDL, nor HOLTRAN Native, but examples 
in the following section should give an idea of their nature and use. 

3 HOLTRAN-powered financial languages 

Application of HOLTRAN system for statement-by-statement translation between 
two different languages sharing the same semantics is based on simply echoing the 
statements with assigning the input and output channels the corresponding languages. 
The following sub-sections briefly describe the two pairs of such semantically com-
patible languages we have developed for finance applications domain. 

3.1 Finance Jargon 

The semantics of a statement of this language is a trade order specified by a  
number of mandatory and optional fields, such like, for example, instrument type, 
strikes, a currency pair or expiry date. The main requirements to the input language 



here is to allow specifying the fields in an arbitrary order and in an ambiguous format, 
with resolving the ambiguities by accounting previously parsed fields. At the same 
time, the output  language must present an order in a well structured XML format.  

This requires to define the input language as essentially context-dependent, first 
memorizing meanings of all encountered fields in the current context and then retriev-
ing them back and putting in a predefined order to the final result. In GDL this idea is 
coded by the following two lines: 

commit := "\n" {OutOrder}; 

order  := field commit | field order; 

where the constant OutOrder serving here as a semantic rule is defined by a 
HOLTRAN Native code like this: 

OutOrder:mm(mm)t  := \x:m\y:m\z:mm ((y:m = x:m) & 

((z:mm = (ResetOrder ^ ValidateOrder x:m (Echo (GetOrder x:m)), 

          ResetOrder) (Get ERROR x:m)))); 

that can be read in English approximately like this: “check symbol ERROR in the cur-
rent context; if it is true, just reset the order in this context; otherwise perform  
semantic validation of the order and, if it passed, echo the order (expressed in the 
current output language) to the current output; then reset it; do not apply any  
implicit changes to the current context”. Clearly, to work as described, constants 
ValidateOrder and GetOrder have to be defined accordingly and consistently with 
the semantics of symbol  field  above. 

The output language for trade order is much simpler and can be easily defined di-
rectly in HOLTRAN Native, with use of a set of predefined constants for XML 
grammar: 

XML_Order:s(mm)t := XML_elem "Order" (XML_Instrument  #& 

                        XML_Strike1  #& XML_Strike2   #& 

                        XML_CurrPair #& XML_PutOrCall #& 

                        XML_Expiry   #& XML_Noional1  #& 

                        XML_Noional2 #& XML_Barrier1  #& 

                        XML_Barrier2   => Order:eeeeeeeeeemm); 

Here XML_elem is one of the predefined XML grammar constants and other constants 
are defined recursively in a similar straightforward manner. 

Note that every language definition in HOLTRAN technology determines and can 
be used for both – parsing a language statement to its meaning and expressing a given 
meaning in this language. Employment of the above described languages order and  
XML_Order for input and output respectively is driven only by the application needs. 

3.2 Blotter Query Language 

 



A statement of this language should specify a query for searching trade records 
stored in a data base. A query in general case is a logical conjunction of a number of 
conditions on record fields, where every condition, in turn, is specified by a field 
name, a comparison operation and a value to compare with. In the XML-formatted 
output the conditions may go in an arbitrary order, that somewhat simplifies the input 
language architecture. However, the necessity to memorize and present in the output 
also possible syntax and semantic errors of the input, with skipping the unparseable 
fragments and trying to parse a continuation, still forces to define this input language 
as context-dependent. An additional requirement here is to present the result of pars-
ing to the user in a non-ambiguous user-friendly format for verification, that requires 
to define an additional output language for such a format. 

Omitting here minor technical details, GDL definition of the core semantic entity 
of the input language – a single condition, or filter - can be presented like this: 
 
filter := loper1 aattr {ApplyUnop}                            | 

 aattr roper1 {ApplyUnopR}                                    | 

 aattr (roper2 | roper2d) value {ApplyBinop}                  | 

 value loper2 aattr {ApplyBinopR}                             | 

 (value loper2 attr {ApplyBinop1}) roper2 value {ApplyBinop2} | 

      (aattr roperN {RaiseOperN}) values                      | 

      filter_special; 

 
Here the first two lines define a condition in form of a unary (left- or right-hand) 
check operation (like, say, “is alive” or “barrier unset”); the next two – in form of a 
comparison of an attribute with a value (like “strike less than 200K”); the next – in 
form of two-side comparison (“1M < barrier < 10M”); the next – in form of a multi-
value comparison (“currency is USD, Euro or Yen”) and the last stand for a variety of 
special, reduced filter forms, where either comparison operation or even the attribute 
name are derived from a value, according to accustomed conventions (for example,  
“3 mo” should necessarily mean “expiry date = 3 months”). 

In order to output a  query in the two forms – internal, to be forwarded to the appli-
cation DB manager, and the verification help line, it is defined in GDL like this: 

query := filters {\x1:m\y1:m\x:t\x2:m\y2:m\y:mm( 
               (x2:m = x1:m) & (y2:m = y1:m) &  
               (y:mm = (Clear ^ (Echo (Test x:t)) ^  
                                (Echo (Confirm x:t)))))}; 

This works as needed due to the following definition (in HOLTRAN Native) of the 
top-level (wrapping) output language:  
 
BL_OUTXMLHLP:s(mm)t :=  

   (XML_leaf "Confirm" (XML_text_ >> HLP_filters:stt)  

                                                 => Confirm) | 

   (XML_elem "FilterManager" XML_filters:stt     => Test)    | 



   (XML_term:sstt "Error"                        => Error:tmm); 
 
where verification help language HLP_filters  is defined similarly to filters, 
but with using only full (regular) filter forms, without shortcuts and, of course, with-
out unnecessary here error handling. HOLTRAN system API allows an application to 
obtain every output instruction (constructed by constants like Confirm, Test or 
Error) as a separate element of the output sequence. 

4 Examples 

Below examples demonstrate handling of redundancies and context-driven ambiguity 
resolution of  the input languages.

4.1 Finance Jargon (FJ) 

Example 1. Semantic in plain English:  
 
Vanilla At-the-Money option on EUR/USD expiring in one month and Notional 
1,000,000 EUR. 
 
Possible (equivalent) inputs:   

 

vanilla atm eur/usd 1m call  10m 

v atm eur 1 m 10 m 

eur atm 1 month c  10,000,000 

How much is van eur atm 1 month call  10,000,000 ? 

 
Debug output in HOLTRAN Native:   
 

Order VAN ATM (CurrPair "EUR" "USD") CALL (Expiry 1 MONTH)  

(Notional 10000000 "L"); 
 
XML Output:  
 
<Order> 

<Intrument>VAN</Intrument> 

<Strike> 

<Amount/> 

<Unit>ATM</Unit> 

</Strike> 

<CurrPair> 

<L>EUR</L> 

<R>USD</R> 

</CurrPair> 



<PutOrCall>CALL</PutOrCall> 

<Expiry> 

<Term>1</Term> 

<Unit> MONTH </Unit> 

</Expiry> 

<Notional> 

<Amount>10000000</Amount> 

<Currency>L</Currency> 

</Notional> 

</Order> 

 
Example 2.  Plain English:  
 
Reverse Knock Out Put, EUR/JPY , expiry two years , strike 100.0 Yen per EUR, 
barrier  130.00 Yen per EUR,  Notional  6,000,000  EUR 
 
Possible (equivalent) inputs: 
Put EUR Call JPY reverse ko two years sp 100.0 ko 130.00 6mm 

Please price for me EUR/JPY rko 2 years strike 100.0 ko 130. 6mm 

rko 100 eur/jpy barrier 130 2y 6mio 
Debug output in HOLTRAN Native: 
 Order RKO (Strike 100 SPOT) (CurrPair "EUR" " JPY ") PUT (Ex-
piry 2 YEAR) (Notional 6000000 "L") (Barrier 130); 
 
We omit here and further XML output trivially following from HOLTRAN Native 
and depending on the chosen standard. 

4.2 Blotter Query Language (BQL) 

Example 1. Plain English:  Select from the database all strangles with base currency 
AUD, time to maturity less then 4 years and notional in AUD  not less then  10  mil-
lions and  less then 20 millions  
 
Possible input:   
Strangle AUD expiry < 4y, 20m> Notional >= 10m 
Confirmation string (as of May 16 2011): 
20000000 > notional base >= 10000000, expiry date < May 16 2015, 

option class = Strangle, base currency = AUD 
 
Example 2.  Plain English:  Select from the database all Vanillas and Forward expir-
ing after September, 30,  2010 and with trade date  not earlier then September, 15,  
2010 where payout currencies are $ or Yen, base currencies are $,  Yen or ILS and 
term currency is Rub.  
 
Possible input: 



expiry after September 30 2010, option is van or forward, with 

trade date from 15/9/10, pay ccy as $ or yen, with base currency 

as Yen, $ or ILS and term ccy = Rub 
Confirmation string: 
base currency = JPY, USD, ILS, expiry date > Sep 30 2010, option 

class = Vanilla, Forward, payout currency = USD, JPY, term  

currency = RUB, trade date >= Sep 15 2010 
 
Example 3.  Plain English:  Select from the database all GBP/USD butterflies which 
expire today with Beijing cut.  
 
Possible input:  
fly expires today in Beijing on the cable 
Confirmation string (as of Jun 4 2011): 
base currency = GBP, term currency = USD, cut = BJG 9:15am, ex-

piry date = Jun 4 2011, option class = Butterfly 
 
Example 4.  Plain English:  Select from the database all risk reversals expiring tomor-
row with Warsaw cut. 
 
Possible input:  
Riskie leaving Warsaw tomorrow morning 
Confirmation string (as of Jun 4 2011): 
cut = WRS 11:00am, expiry date = Jun 5 2011, option class = Risk 

Reversal 

5 Conclusion 

HOLTRAN technology is based on a universal representation of syntax-to-
semantics interface and thus allows freely switching between different input and 
output languages to access the same semantic content. We demonstrated how this 
enabled building effective user interfaces to trading and pricing systems by translating 
financial instrument descriptions in FJ (Financial Jargon) and BQL (Blotter Query 
Language)  languages into standard Internet schemes such like generic XML, FpML 
or FIXatdl. The future development is to improve speech-to-text conversion quality 
for voice UI financial applications and also to directly translate structured product 
description and payout formulas from a scripting language into pluggable C++/Java 
modules.   
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